Since the last CAB Forum meeting

• Met to update materials and issue discussion
• Fielded various browser and other questions on applicability and Web site
• Have updated applicability matrix
Clarifications

• Official WebTrust for CA site is http://www.webtrust.org/item64428.aspx do not use Google or you get outdated results such as http://www.webtrust.org/homepage-documents/item27839.aspx

• If you are a public SSL you need to have WebTrust Principles and Criteria for Certification Authorities 2.0 and WebTrust\textsuperscript{SM/\textsuperscript{TM}} Principles and Criteria for Certification Authorities – SSL Baseline with Network Security – Version 2.0
Changes and updates

- WebTrust EV 1.5.6 coming – series of minor changes to conform with latest EV document
- Updated matrix
- WebTrust RA drafting in progress
- Practitioners materials being developed
- New audit report guidance being finalized
- Foreign audit reports - when a WebTrust seal was posted on any web page regardless of the language it should link to the WebTrust seal site. It was proposed and agreed that the auditor should provide WebTrust with both the original report and any translated report.
Some issues we still have

- Gord will discuss CPA Canada and licensing tomorrow
- Baseline and Network – as discussed the changes based on the movement of Baseline to REC3647 format are difficult – and make no sense until Network is done – otherwise 2 inconsistent formats being used
- Web Site needs updating and clarification
Looking to future

• Tomorrow we will ask for ideas
• We are considering a modification to WebTrust for CA to deal with virtualization – seems to be one way for the future so looking for technical guidance
• Auditing in a Certificate Transparency environment – the ability to potentially audit 100% in the future (or have client exercise as monitoring control)?
• Look forward to tomorrow